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02. When connecting your Personal 
Digital Album to a power source, make
sure that your hands and feet are free 
of moisture. Failure to do so could
result in electric shock.









Where to get ebooks?   

Click www.sungale.com and find FAQs, 
there are a list about where to get 
ebooks. Make sure download ebooks in 
TXT format.

How to convert PDF or HTML into 
TXT files?                 

Click www.sungale.com and find FAQs, 
there are methods to convert PDF or 
HTML into TXT files.

What is the ASSP software?   

The ASSP is a sofware in the internal 
memory to manage the picture and audio 
files to optimize the utilization of the 
source of the memory. It is inapplicable to 
manage ebook and video files.

How to put the ebook or video files into
the memory?   

Just use the unit as a regular storage 
device, copy and paste the files from the 
PC to the internal memory. 

Note: The numbers of Photos, Songs, Movies and TXT files to be stored to the 
          Onboard Memory will vary due to the size of the file being saved.
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Note: The green indicator on AC adaptor and red indicator on the right side of the album will light. 
           After a while, there will be an icon which stand for electrification appear on the screen.
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Note: The ASSP is a software in the internal memory developed by Sungale go manage the 
          picture and audio files to optimize the utilization of the source of the memory.
          The ASSP is inapplicable to manage ebook and video files. Just use the unit as a regular 
          storage device to manage ebook and video files after connecting the unit to the PC.
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Note: 1. MS Due isn’t compatible alone. But it can be supported with the help of
              MS Duo adapter.
          2. It is recommended that a full format be performed before using a memory 
              card for the first time.
          3. This device will read USB first and will not recognise the memory card if you
              insert a memory card and extra USB memory together at the same time.
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in storage or in the MUSIC folder. In the main menu, touch “Storage or MUSIC” , 
touch internal memory, there will be a file list, you may find your record in it.
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touch internal memory, there will be a file list, you may find your record in it.
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Note: The ASSP is a software in the internal memory developed by Sungale go manage the 
          picture and audio files to optimize the utilization of the source of the memory.
          The ASSP is inapplicable to manage ebook and video files. Just use the unit as a regular 
          storage device to manage ebook and video files after connecting the unit to the PC.
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02. When connecting your Personal 
Digital Album to a power source, make
sure that your hands and feet are free 
of moisture. Failure to do so could
result in electric shock.
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